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CUTTERHEADS “101”
Bore
“Slop”
Tolerance

Straight Bore Tolerance
0,05mm (0.00196")

CUTTERHEAD SELECTION
Wood Tech realizes the options for cutterhead selection are
mind-boggling. Below are some general guidelines to narrow
down your choices. As always, we’re here to help. Please
call with any questions you may have. You can trust our
experience to help you to make a more educated decision—
no matter who you buy the tooling from.
Many factors determine proper cutterhead selection. One of the most important factors
is feed rate. Most small shops use a feed rate of 50 Feet Per Minute( FPM) or less and
have, as a result, a single-knife finish. For this application, a Straight Bore cutterhead
is most commonly used. Accuracy is limited to due the “slop” neccessary to physically
fit the cutterhead onto the spindle shaft. The bore on the head is normally .001” to
.002” oversized to accomplish an easier fit. The end result is that one knife in the head
will be higher in the cutting circle; thus producing a single-knife finish.
Many older “push-feed” machines, with feed rates from 35 to 250 FPM), use SelfCentering Sleeve (SCS) heads. This head incorporates a removeable sleeve that locks
the head onto the spindle. Accuracy is again affected due to both the “slop” tolerence
from the head to the sleeve, and also the “slop” from the sleeve to the shaft. This can
result in tolerances of several thousandth’s of an inch. The condition of the head , and
the machine’s spindle, is critical to produce quality material out of the moulder. These
heads can be jointed, but extreme care must be taken not to over joint the knives.
Hydro Lock head use is normally reserved to companies with high speed machines
with the tightest of machine tolerances. In house grinding capabilities are a must to get
the full benefit from the tooling. Hydro Lock heads use a pressurized sleeve to create a
much tighter fit on both the grinder and the moulder.

Hydro-Loc Tolerance
0,005mm (0.000196")

The further use of the jointing process produces a cutter capable of increased feed
rates because all knives are in the same cutting circle. This process uses an abrasive
stone that strikes the knives while the head is rotating. Jointing actually “dulls” the
knives, so care must be taken not to over joint the knives.

SPINDLE TYPE AND CONDITION

Jointed Heads

Machines with standard bearings would normally use Straight Bore or SCS type
heads. Machines with high precision (normally angular contact thrust) bearings
(including outboard bearings) better justify the use of Hydro Lock heads. The
condition of the spindle greatly affects the material produced. A spindle that has had
a head “spun” on it , been de-burred, or sanded may be undersized( over .005”) for
standard Hydro Lock heads to grip safely. A cutterhead could possibly distort due the
“memory” of the steel sleeve. Newer “hardened” sleeves are designed to successfully
span a larger gap, or even keyways, without distorting.
The use of a Safety Locking Collar is highly recommended to reduce possible head, or
spindle, damage resulting from a Hydro Head spinning on the shaft. See pages 19, 23,
30 and 34.

